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Easter Is Here, Satellites 
Have Risen And A Large 
Player Is Resurrected

In this issue:

Spring is upon us. The birds are chirping in the skies above, 

flowers are in bloom, and the same can be said for Satellite 

and Space! Our very own birds are being launched with 

great fervour and companies are being revived and/or really 

starting to blossom. 

In this month’s Satellite & NewSpace insights, we take a look 

at some of the big players and their endeavours, alongside 

some of the smaller but equally exciting entities, all of whom 

come together to crescendo into great industry buzz and 

optimism. 
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OneWeb Launches Another 36 
Satellites And Are On Track To Hit 
Their Five to 50 Target
OneWeb continue to come back firing, like a phoenix 
from the ashes, their latest deployment brings their in-
orbit constellation to a lofty 146 satellites and they are 
on track to cover 50 degrees latitude and above the end 
of the year. 

Read article

Satellite 5G Operator, Sateliot, 
Launch First Nanosatellite To Test 5G 
Constellation 

As of March 22nd, Sateliot successfully launched their first 
nanosatellite into orbit. This is a great step in their journey 
to have 100 satellites providing commercial IoT service with 
5G coverage across the globe. The launch will allow for field 
testing and sets them up nicely moving forward. 

Read article

GSaaS Pioneer Leaf Space Announce 
US Expansion Plans

Leading provider of Ground-Segment-As-A-Service, Leaf 
Space, continue to impress and grow, announcing their 
expansion into the U.S. This move will allow for further 
support of their growing list of U.S. customers, and they 
will be adding new ground stations to their existing 
infrastructure. 

Read article

Maxar Technologies Raise $400m Via 
Common Stock Offering

Earth intelligence and space infrastructure innovator, 
Maxar Technologies, have announced the sale of $400m’s 
worth of shares of common stock and will seek to use the 
net proceed to fund their pay-back of senior secured notes 
and for general corporate means. 

Read article

3D Space Printers Relativity Space 
Land First DoD Launch Contract

The ever-exciting Relativity Space have secured their 
orbital launch contract with the U.S. DoD. Relativity’s 
3D-printed launch vehicle, Terran 1, meets the DoD’s 
need for disruptive launch solutions and thus pen was 
put to paper. It’s not the first time we’ve spoken about 
Relativity Space, nor will it be the last! 

Read article

SpaceLink Establish US HQ In DMV 
Space Hub, Tysons Corner 

Up and coming space connectivity player, SpaceLink, 
have announced that they are joining the illustrious list of 
Satellite and Space players situated or headquartered at 
Tysons Corner. A sign of gaining momentum and market 
viability, we are looking forward to their continued growth. 

Read article

Inmarsat Announce Appointment Of 
New CEO

Global leader in mobile satellite communications, Inmarsat, 
announced that former Nokia CEO, Rajeev Suri, joined them 
as new CEO as of the first if March. With his impressive 
previous record and achievements, we are anticipating 
great further success with Inmarsat. 

Read article

Speedcast Announce Their Successful 
Restructuring and Emergence From 
Chapter 11 

Under the new ownership of Centerbridge, Speedcast are 
resurrected, emerging from their financial restructuring 
under Chapter 11. With a clean balance sheet, no secured 
debt and a healthy cash balance, they are once again well-
positioned to provide market leading communications. 

Read article
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https://www.oneweb.world/media-center/successful-launch-marks-key-milestone-for-onewebs-five-to-50-ambition
https://spacewatch.global/2021/03/sateliot-to-launch-first-nano-satellite-to-test-5g-constellation/
https://leaf.space/2021/03/24/leaf_space_expands_to_us/
https://www.maxar.com/press-releases/maxar-technologies-announces-sale-of-400-million-of-common-stock
https://www.relativityspace.com/press-release/2021/3/12/department-of-defense-awards-relativity-space-new-responsive-launch-contract
https://www.eosspacelink.com/spacelink-establishes-dc-area-headquarters/
https://www.inmarsat.com/en/news/latest-news/corporate/2021/inmarsat-announces-appointment-of-rajeev-suri-as-ceo.html
https://www.speedcast.com/newsroom/press-releases/2021/speedcast-announces-successful-completion-of-restructuring-and-emergence-under-new-ownership-by-centerbridge/

